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W eb-to-host technology has become immensely popular
among enterprises wanting to extend the use of legacy
applications. The versatility of

web-to-host solutions enables these enter-
prises to pursue differing e-commerce and
e-business strategies and implement web-to-
host in their company-specific infrastructures.
The following case studies illustrate how
several companies in different vertical
markets are using web-to-host technology
to satisfy their host connectivity needs. Each
case details diverse client-side technologies,
end-user groups and emulation types showing
how all of these web-to-host characteristics
are utilized in real world intranet, extranet
and Internet applications.

CASE ONE: INTRANET
APPLICATION

The Construction Machinery Division of
Waukesha-Pearce Industries (WPI) is one
of the largest distributors of Komatsu
construction products in the United States
and Mexico. Employees at the Houston-
based headquarters and seven Texas branches
continuously access Komatsu’s mainframe-
resident application to obtain parts availability information, place
purchase orders and process warranty claims. Prior to implementing

web-to-host technology, all eight WPI sites connected to the IBM
390 host via a Unisys mainframe using the Integrated

Communication Access Method (ICAM)
over a dedicated com-line. The main reason
WPI began searching for an alternative
connectivity solution was that employees
found themselves waiting for access since
the Unisys connection limited the number
of 3270 sessions to 32.

Web-to-host technology is a great fit for
WPI. They already had an existing WAN
(Wide Area Network) made up of frame-relay
connections between Houston headquarters
and seven branches. Since most web-to-host
servers and clients communicate via industry
standard TN and IP protocols, WPI was able
to make use of its existing infrastructure. A
Cisco router is used to direct the TN3270E
protocol over the existing WAN.
Additionally, implementing web-to-host
has allowed WPI to disconnect the leased
line that connected them to Komatsu’s main-
frame, resulting in significant cost savings.

Since the 32-connection limit imposed by
the Unisys hardware was unable to keep up
with host access demand, WPI purchased a
license for 64 concurrent connections,

doubling capacity. Many vendors claim that their web-to-host
servers can connect thousands of concurrent users. Although their
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products are designed for such capacity, the
real number of concurrent users might well
be limited by the robustness of the operating
system or the hardware it is running on.
However, the capacity for numerous simul-
taneous connections is only the beginning in
the licensing flexibility of web-to-host tech-
nologies. WPI also enjoys the monitoring
tool that allows the administrator to monitor
user connections as their enterprise grows.
As the number of end users increases, the
administrator will notice rejected access
attempts and can easily increase the number
of concurrent connections simply by
entering a new license code he obtains from
his web-to-host software vendor.

WPI uses two emulation methods: Users
with browser-equipped workstations use a
full function ActiveX/Plug-in emulator
(commonly referred to as a thin client).
Users without browsers on their desktops
use a thick-client 3270 emulator via a Citrix
server located at WPI headquarters. Both
types of clients authenticate through the
web-to-host security server. See Figure 1.

An added benefit of WPI’s deployment of
web-to-host technology throughout seven
remote sites is the ability to run the software
on a web server. The thin-client applet is
automatically downloaded at first connection
to all end-user machines with browsers, sav-
ing WPI time and money that would have
been spent on the installation and config-
uration of a conventional PC-to-host prod-
uct. Now, WPI is ready to act responsively to
customer inquiries and can easily keep up
with the growth of the business while main-
taining a high level of customer service.

CASE TWO: INTRANET/
EXTRANET APPLICATION

Gerling Credit Insurance Group is the
third largest risk credit company worldwide,
specializing in insuring companies against
the risk of non-payment by their customers.
In order to assess risk, Gerling employees
are given access to a variety of host systems
housing critical information about the finan-
cial standing of their policyholders’ cus-
tomers and prospects.

Numerous acquisitions in the 1990’s
forced the IT department at Gerling Namur,
Belgium, one of the companies in the
Gerling Group, to run and support several
different emulation products. These emulation
products were used to connect to an IBM
AS/400, a DEC VAX, a Siemens Unix

machine, and Videotex servers. To standardize
and simplify connectivity throughout the com-
pany, Gerling implemented a web-to-host
product that supported 5250, VT100, VT320
and Minitel (for Videotex) emulation types.

The administrators at Gerling Namur
enjoy similar benefits to WPI: the control
and monitoring provided by a central server
and the ease with which remote regional
offices are able to install and update the
software and access host systems. However,
the essence of this case is the standard user
interface provided by the Internet browser
to access these disparate host systems. With
web-to-host technology in place, all 700
workstations at Gerling Group equipped
with Internet Explorer 4 can easily search
for information about the financial health of
policyholders’ customers, and locate people
who are delinquent in paying their loans.

Gerling took their web-to-host software
another step. With such a universal solution,
they decided to extend web-to-host access
to their policyholders via an extranet. Now,
the policy holders can connect directly to
the Gerling Namur-based host system in
order to research a customer’s credit history.
Two Gerling sites also use a software devel-
opment kit (SDK) to provide a graphical
and intuitive interface to green-screen
applications. The VT100 and VT320
screens of the VAX system are completely
rejuvenated in order to enable the policy-

holders to connect in a more friendly way
— still through a simple Internet browser.
See Figure 2.

Such SDK software is quickly becoming
a standard component in web-to-host solution
packages. Enterprise Java Beans, Java
Server Pages, Microsoft COM objects, and
Active Server Pages are the most common
technologies utilized in these SDKs. Some
web-to-host solutions also provide a drag-
and-drop development environment or
automatic green-to-GUI rejuvenation
technology, making the development
process even easier and quicker.

Gerling Namur was able to significantly
improve their host access technologies by
implementing a web-to-host connectivity
solution. They now use and support one
emulation product while accessing several
disparate hosts simultaneously and providing
a simple browser interface for all their end
users. Gerling Namur has plans to continue
migrating all policyholder sites to the web-
to-host technology, with the potential to
connect more than 10,000 companies, all
customers of Gerling Credit Insurance Group.

CASE THREE: INTERNET
APPLICATION

Navarre Corporation of New Hope, MN,
is one of the world’s largest distributors of
consumer software and entertainment
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products, with clients such as Amazon.com.
Navarre operates one of the first e-commerce
web sites, www.navarre.com, which allows
their customers to scan product catalogs,
place orders, and submit publisher and label
applications. The web site provides fulfillment
for both traditional and web-based retail
sites, making most of Navarre’s business
transactions Internet-based.

Navarre wanted to increase the number of
business activities on the Internet. An online
supply-chain management system was
implemented during 1999 that allows vendors
to view inventory and shipment activity and
determine re-stocking needs and schedules.
Navarre’s inventory application resides on a
Hitachi Model 115 mainframe (IBM 3270
compatible) located at Scicom Data Services
(www.scicom.com), a Minnetonka, MN,
computer services company. In order to
enable access to the host-based application
through a universal and user-friendly
interface, Navarre deployed a web-to-host
solution that offered a full-featured thin-
client and on-the-fly HTML conversion.

Client-side flexibility plays a very
important role for Navarre due to the diversity
of their vendors’ systems. Vendors with
Windows desktops download 3270 emulation
software in the form of an ActiveX applet or
Plug-in that runs under the Internet browser.
Vendors using MAC and Unix have an
option: receive a pure HTML client with
zero download, provided by the automatic
HTML conversion process, or download the
Java thin client. Both the HTML and Java
clients are platform-independent, so they
are a great option for enterprises whose end
users operate a variety of browser-
equipped machines. The conversion of
3270 data stream to HTML code occurs on
the web-to-host server. This process takes
place on-the-fly, does not require any
programming, and is transparent to the end
user. See Figure 3.

The Navarre case study also exemplifies
the variety of security technologies utilized
in web-to-host connectivity packages, espe-
cially for solutions deployed over the
Internet. Navarre’s vendors connect to the
host system via HTTPS (secure HTTP),
which establishes a secure initial connection
with the web-to-host server. To secure all
other dialog between the end users and the
host, Navarre utilizes both Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) authentication and 128-bit
encryption provided by the security server
piece of their web-to-host software. These

two technologies are most common in
web-to-host solutions, though some pack-
ages only provide one and not the other.

This case study would not be complete
without mentioning how Navarre directly

benefits from web-to-host technology. This
implementation automatically reduces staff
costs since it eliminates the need to manually
reply to vendor inquiries. The administrator
doesn’t have to manually distribute software
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to vendors and lead them through installs,
making software deployment and mainte-
nance easily manageable.

Web-to-host technology has successfully
given Navarre the opportunity to web-enable
its mainframe-based inventory application,
complementing its e-commerce strategy,
while adhering to security standards. By
providing vendors with direct access to its
inventory-tracking application through a
familiar and intuitive web interface, Navarre
is offering an easy and efficient way to check
real-time inventory statistics. Currently,
more than 75 vendors utilize the service
through concurrent connection to the IBM-
compatible mainframe. Additionally, Navarre
recently rolled out the web-to-host solution
to their sales representatives.

CASE FOUR: CHOOSING “THIN”
OVER “THICK”

Old Florida Bank, Fort Myers, FL, provides
financial products and services to individuals
and businesses in Southern Florida. The
bank’s IT team focuses on providing value
to customers and shareholders by realizing
new technologies that benefit customers and
enhance competitiveness. During summer
2000, Old Florida Bank migrated all customer
service representatives and tellers’ PCs
from traditional to browser-based emulation
to access customer information residing on
an IBM mainframe in Omaha, NE. See
Figure 4.

This case study is simple in application,
but it does a great job of highlighting a
major feature of web-to-host technology:
central administration and deployment. Old
Florida Bank opted for this thin-client
solution to take advantage of the cost and
time savings of having the emulation software
deployed and administered centrally from a
web server. Here are the main reasons why
this is such a great benefit for Old Florida
Bank (or any enterprise):

◆ Central deployment from the web
server eliminates the cost and effort
of installing the client software on
each teller’s and customer service 
representative’s PC individually,
especially at remote sites.

◆ Subsequent downloading of upgrades
and new versions saves the time and

cost of visiting each PC every time
there is a new release of the
emulation software.

◆ Standardization of emulation software
versions throughout the enterprise
reduces technical support calls and
simplifies administration.

◆ The ability to add new PCs to the host
access network, especially at new
remote sites, again, eliminates the need
to install the emulation software on
each PC individually.

Replacing traditional thick-client emulation
with web-to-host software allows Old
Florida Bank to enjoy ongoing tangible
advantages. It has been stated by industry
analyst Anura Gurugé that an enterprise can
save on average $150 per desktop per year
by a deploying a web-to-host solution. Talk
about return on investment! With these
savings, Old Florida Bank will recover the
cost of their web-to-host software and the
maintenance contract within two years. By
considering progressive technologies such
as web-to-host, Old Florida Bank has dis-
played its commitment to raise shareholder
value by reducing operational costs while
maintaining superior customer service.

CONCLUSION

These case studies show just how flexi-
ble and adaptable host access technologies
have become in the past couple of years.
Web-to-host solutions can range anywhere
from a simple intranet application for
employee use, to completely rejuvenated
applications from several host systems, to
deployment over the Internet to a vast group
of diverse users. Depending on a site’s
needs, web-to-host can simply replace a
traditional emulator, saving time and money
for the technical support staff, or it can help
leverage investments in legacy systems by
extending the site’s access to new users. All
you have to do is think about what you want
to do with all that host-based data, and most
likely there’s a web-to-host solution out
there that will easily match your needs.

Anna Hunt is the marketing and communica-
tions assistant at ICOM Informatics in Austin,
Texas. She can be reached via email at
ahunt@icominfo.com.
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